
VALMETAL GROUP



MISSION

Our goal is to provide farmers with innovative and reliable equipment to 
mechanize and automate:

• The chore of processing and distributing feed to herds
• Manure management from behind the animals to the fields 
• Waste water management 



HISTORY Valmetal Group is the story of continued success 

through the story of a united family, tireless builders 

and a bond of trust, developed over time, with dairy 

farmers.



In 1979, Valmetal was originally a 

machine shop manufacturing: 

Parts and components for other industries 

Custom made machinery

HISTORY



In 1983, Valmetal began designing, manufacturing 

and distributing its own equipment line.

Over the years, the company made the acquisition of 

11 other companies and created another one 

specialized in automation.

Since 1983

HISTORY



1995
The growing market lead to the construction of the first 

Valmetal warehouse in Tomah, Wi (USA) followed by 

another extension a few years later allowing the 

distribution of the Jamesway line of products. 

2011
Over the years, the head office has built new 

buildings to enlarge its production floor and in 2011 

added new greener building including a solar panel 

wall.

1997

Since 1983

HISTORY



VALMETAL GROUP

6 companies

Over 500 employees

Worldwide distribution network

The Valmetal Group brings together 6 companies and over 500 employees
located both in Canada and the United States. Over the years, the Valmetal
Group has succeeded in finding its place in more than 25 countries, thanks to
the quality of its equipment, the flexibility and efficiency of its customer
service, as well as its strong network of more than 150 dealers.

Over time, the Valmetal Group has succeeded in finding its place in more than 25 countries, thanks to the quality of its equipment coupled with the flexibility and efficiency of its customer service, as well as its strong network of more than 150 dealers.



OUR COMPANIES



Silo Superieur is the world leader in 

building silos for silage, including poured 

concrete silos, stave silos and oxygen-

limiting high-moisture corn silos.

Silo Superieur also has major expertise 

in 

the reconditioning and maintenance of 

used silos.



We build over 125 new silos each year



Jamesway is one of the biggest 

manufacturer of manure handling 

equipment in North America.

Jamesway offers wide range of products 

such as manure tankers, lagoon pumps, 

manure scrapers, transfer pumps, 

agitators, etc.



PRODUCT PARADE

Barn cleaners Electric pumpsScraper systems Agitators



PTO pumps Semi-trailorsSteerable manure tankers

PRODUCT PARADE



US Farm Systems is a world leading 

manufacturer of dairy waste water and 

manure handling equipment, with 

systems in the USA, Canada, Mexico, South 

America, Middle East, China, Southeast Asia, 

Australia, and Europe.

Over the past 40 years, US Farm 

Systems has designed systems for dairy 

cows, hog facilities, fish hatcheries, food 

waste processing, irrigation, and 

digesters. 



Flush Valve

Pump

Screw Press

Agitator

PRODUCT PARADE

Sloped screen separator



Valmetal Automation specializes 

in manufacturing control panels and 

automation. 

These hi-tech systems allow the 

automation for feeding and manure 

handling. 



DeMuth Steel Products is an important 

player in the industry of hemispherical 

dome roofs, industrial fixed ladders and 

silo accessories. 

Since 1917, this company distributes its 

products mostly across USA and 

Canada, it was acquired by the Valmetal 

Group in 2006.



Valmetal is the North American leader 

in manufacturing farm equipment to 

mechanize and automate the chore of 

feeding dairy animals. 

With thousands of fully automated 

feeding systems up and running in North 

America and in Europe, Valmetal’s

reputation is well established on the 

market.



Silo unloaders Bale choppersRobots on rail Motorized carts

PRODUCT PARADE



Automated systems ConveyorsMixers Silage reserve 

PRODUCT PARADE



VALMETAL GROUP

Historically, what sets us apart is our listening to the evolving needs

of producers and our ability to adapt to them. That's why our

research and development team is constantly working to innovate

and design products that are adapted to the reality of today's barns.


